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Four busy moms share not only their formula for starting a soup club--which gives you at least

three meals every month when you don't have to worry about dinner--but also 150 fantastic

recipes for soups and sides and storing tips for stretching those meals across the week. The

Soup Club began when four friends (who, between them, have four husbands and ten hungry

kids and several jobs) realized that they didn’t actually have to cook at home every night to

take pleasure in a home-cooked meal. They simply had to join forces and share meals, even if

they weren’t actually eating them together. Caroline, Courtney, Julie, and Tina happen to be

neighbors, but a soup club is for anyone: colleagues, a group of workout buddies, a book club.

All you need are a few people who simply want to have more home-cooked food in their lives.In

a soup club each person takes a turn making soup. Soup is forgiving, versatile, and perfect for

sharing; it can be spiced to taste, topped elaborately or not at all, and dressed up or down. It

travels well and reheats beautifully. The Soup Club Cookbook also has dozens of tips for

cooking in quantity and for tailoring soup to individual tastes and needs. Here, too, are simple

guidelines for starting your own soup club, anecdotes, and a few cautionary tales that will

inspire anyone to share food and eat well. Recipes include quick and easies, classics, twist on

favorites, and dozens of flavor-rich new crowd pleasers, including: • Carrot Coconut and

Chicken Chili, • Senegalese Peanut Soup • Faux Ramen • Red Lentil Curry Soup • Potato

Cheddar Soup • Sun Dried Tomato Soup • Jeweled Rice Salad • Cheddar

Cornbread,   • Summer Corn Hash   • Soy Simmered Chicken Wings

Featured Recipes from The Soup Club Cookbook --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Review"Guidelines for forming this ingenious club are of course included, as well as

delightful-sounding soup recipes..." - Pop Sugar"The book's 150 recipes will appeal to the

Pinterest crowd, for sure. Lots of pinnable photos with a DIY vibe for easy duplication in home

kitchens." - The Tampa Bay Times --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorCourtney Allison, Tina Carr, Caroline Laskow, and Julie Peacock are neighbors in New

York City. They have been food-sharing for many years and this is their first cookbook. They

recently appeared on Good Morning America to share their tips for sharing soup with friends. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Schlechterv3.1_r1SOUP CLUB MANIFESTOA DECLARATION OF FOOD SHARINGWe

declare that soup shall be SHARED.Why soup? Soup scales up and TRAVELS well.Soup is

economical, basic, and NONDENOMINATIONAL.Soup Club is A STATE OF BEING, not a

monthly meeting.We are not limited to SPECIAL OCCASION soup for holidays, births, moving,

or grief.The MAGICAL DELIVERY of soup to your door is elemental to Soup Club.SALT your

soup. Embrace crushed red pepper.A black belt is a white belt who NEVER QUIT. Make your

soup.NEVER APOLOGIZE for your soup.Make soup with ABANDON.Remember, it’s just

SOUP.You will need a bigger pot.THIS BOOK IS DEDICATEDTO OUR MOTHERS:Sarah,

Kirsten, Nancy, and Karen;for all they have given us,including (but not limited to)

soup.CONTENTSIntroductionPART ONEHOW TO BE A SOUP CLUBGetting

StartedBrothsVegetable BrothChicken BrothBeef BrothFish BrothSoups of AssemblyMiso

SoupDashiEgg Drop SoupFaux PhoFaux RamenToppingsBasic CroutonsAmanda’s Grilled

Cheese CroutonsTofu CroutonsPestoParsley-Dill GremolataChili OilHerbed Queso

FrescoCheese CrispsCrème FraîcheChili-Lime PepitasPART TWOALL THE

SOUPSBeansGreen Split Pea SoupRed Lentil CurryCuban Black Bean SoupSpanish

Chickpea and Spinach SoupLentil SoupChickpea, Roasted Squash, and Farro SoupThe

Dudes’ ChiliYellow Split Pea SoupPureesPotato Leek SoupCarrot Coconut SoupChestnut

SoupRoasted Broccoli SoupPotato Cheddar SoupCurried Apple Celeriac SoupRoasted

Asparagus SoupRoasted Parsnip SoupCurried Green Pea and Spinach SoupSpiced Pumpkin

SoupSunchoke SoupRoasted Winter Squash and Sweet Potato SoupHeartyWinter Corn

ChowderWinter MinestroneMushroom and Cashew Cream SoupSun-Dried Tomato

SoupSummer Squash Soup with Salsa FlavorsSenegalese Peanut SoupMoroccan Coriander

Vegetable SoupBorschtLeek SoupCauliflower KormaTurmeric and Greens (Feeling Better

Soup)Tomato-Fennel-Chickpea SoupChilledCucumber-Yogurt SoupWatermelon

GazpachoAvocado-Arugula SoupGreen GazpachoMelon and Mint SoupTomato

GazpachoFishSalmon Soup in White BrothThai Fish CurrySaffron Seafood ChowderGreen

Coconut Curry with Scallops and Fried PlantainsMeatFilipino Healing SoupBeck Chicken

ChiliChicken Tortilla SoupJewish Chicken Noodle SoupPost-Thanksgiving Turkey and White

Bean SoupChicken, Andouille, and Okra GumboBeef Mole ChiliCaldo VerdeItalian Wedding

SoupPART THREEFOOD FOR FORKS & FINGERSSalads & DressingsLemon-Shallot

VinaigretteWalnut VinaigretteLime DressingSoy-Sesame DressingLemon DressingBalsamic

VinaigretteCaesar Dressing or AioliTomato-Watermelon SaladCucumber Salad

VariationsEscarole, Grapefruit, and Hazelnut SaladButter Lettuce and Radish SaladWinter

Caesar SaladCorn and Red Pepper SaladBean Salad with Pickled VegetablesRed Cabbage

SaladLentil Squash SaladKale and Mustard GreensVegetablesGreen Beans with Mustard and



AlmondsQuick PicklesKale ChipsRoasted Vegetable VariationsSpicy Roasted

BroccoliMarinated Brussels SproutsBraised Leafy Greens with EggKimchiMaple Butter

CarrotsOven-Dried TomatoesBreads, Grains & PastasCrostiniCheddar CornbreadSquash

BreadZucchini BreadCorn CasseroleDilled Israeli CouscousCoconut Rice and BeansBlack

Olive ShortbreadJeweled RiceGreek OrzoCoconut Wheat Berries with HerbsHerbed

QuinoaSesame NoodlesSpinach PolentaBig FoodSummer Corn HashCurried GoatPorchetta-

esque Pork Butt with Quick Pan SauceZucchini and Sun-Dried Tomato LasagnaSpinach and

Onion QuicheRoot Vegetable RagoutSoy-Simmered Chicken WingsLentil-Sausage

StewSmørrebrød (Danish Open-Faced Sandwiches)ApplesauceCook’s SnacksWater Chestnut

DipBaba GhanoushClassic HummusTahini-Less HummusGarlic Herbed CheeseRamp-Chovy

PasteWhite Bean–Ramp–Radish MashPotato TortillaAnts on a LogDevils on HorsebackMelted

Cheese CrackersHoney, Ricotta, and Black Pepper BruschettaSweet and Spicy NutsCinnamon-

Sugar WalnutsKorma-Spiced NutsAlmonds with RosemaryAcknowledgmentsIndexIt began as

a conversation. We missed each other but couldn’t always eat together. So we started a

club:WE GREW UP IN OTHER PLACES and settled in New York City, sacrificing thousands of

square feet in personal living space in exchange for diversity and density, great art, cheap

manicures, access to truly hot peppers, public transportation, and very old tenements that have

bars with killer cocktails.We are an educator, an ecologist, a filmmaker, a nutritionist, a yogi, a

traveler, a feminist, a mother, a runner, a Dane, a Jew, a Yankee, a Christian, a vegetarian, a

gardener, and a coffee drinker.We make sure each other’s glasses are filled with seltzer or

wine, as the case may be. We pick up, hang on to, feed, and hug each other’s kids with

abandon. We try to be honest and kind and sometimes succeed at doing both.We are four

friends who cook and we are Soup Club.What we do is simple: We take turns cooking big pots

of soup, enough to feed our four families. We drop off the soup, along with sides and garnishes,

at the homes of our three other club members. This happens once a week, which means that

we each cook our big pot of soup once a month. The other three weeks, we are treated to one

another’s home cooking. This book is the product of our actual Soup Club—a cooking and

eating project we have been engaged in for several years. Now we want to spread the word,

and to share recipes for the many meals we’ve enjoyed.If you are already in the habit of

cooking in quantity, expressly to share food with your friends and family, then the idea of doing

so on a regular schedule will resonate. If you’re used to cooking on a smaller scale, you might

enjoy the wider net you can cast with food, when you know it will be enjoyed in other

homes.This is a cookbook, first and foremost, but it is also a guidebook for starting your own

Soup Club: the logistics (there are just a few), the essential tools (ditto), and stories (to caution

and inspire).Caroline, Courtney, Julie & Tina// PART ONE //HOW TOBE A SOUPCLUBGetting

Started // Broths //Soups of Assembly // ToppingsPrevious cooking experience not required.If

you can boil water, you can make soup.WHO IS IN SOUP CLUB? Anyone who likes soup and

wants to play by the rules of Soup Club. Although there are no hard and fast rules for how

many people can be in Soup Club, four members is a good start. Everyone’s turn comes once

a month, not too often or too infrequently.The barrier to entry is low. More important than knife

skills is a commitment to cooking at home on schedule and sharing the results. That means

that your best friend—a wonderful cook—who has a job that takes her out of town for days at a

time without notice might not be a great choice for Soup Club (but you can still share soup with

her, because you’re a food-sharing kind of person). On the other hand, do start a Soup Club

with that intriguing co-worker whose homemade lunch always looks lovingly prepared, or your

neighbor who waters your plants when you’re away … and ask them to invite a couple of

people they’d like to share food with, too.WHEN DOES SOUP HAPPEN? Once a week.



Establish your Soup Day and a time of day when the soup will be delivered so that you know

which meal is covered. Wednesday by dinnertime works for us. You will start to plan around it,

whether it’s turning Soup Night into your family dinner or inviting friends over for a homemade

meal (even if it wasn’t cooked in your home).N.B.: Your Soup Week will sometimes fall at the

most inconvenient moment in your busy life. Just know that everyone’s Soup Week will occur at

an equally busy time for them. Get cooking.HOW MUCH SOUP? One quart per adult is the

basic rule of thumb. Depending on each member’s household, this works out to four to eight

quarts of soup each week, which even a small kitchen can handle. Most of these soups stand

alone as a meal, and whether you live with other soup-eating mammals or not, you know you’ll

have some leftovers. Eight quarts is also great for dinner parties of eight to ten people.WHERE

DOES THE SOUP GET DELIVERED? Here’s a key principle: THE COOK DELIVERS THE

SOUP. Yes, once a month, the cook is doing ALL the work. Otherwise, everyone will get

bogged down in a swamp of coordinating, and no one will be able to pick up soup at the same

time. We have always left soup hanging on each other’s doors. If your Soup Club shares a

geographic point of convergence—work, house of worship, the gym, school—all the

better.Send word to your fellow Soup Club members to let them know what is awaiting them

and how to eat it; texting was made for Soup Club notifications (see Roasted Winter Squash

and Sweet Potato Soup).AND to keep this well-oiled machine running, Soup Club recipients

will drop off their CLEAN soup jars for next week’s cook, usually no later than the day before

Soup Day. “Never return an empty jar,” is a long-held principle in food-sharing communities, but

in this case returning an empty jar breaks no social codes.WHICH SOUPS?Any kind of soup is

fair game. For inspiration, you can:Consider seasonality (see Watermelon Gazpacho).Consider

your heritage and travels (see Borscht).Consider something new (see Sunchoke

Soup).Consider restrictions (see Turmeric and Greens).BOTTOM LINE Giving soup is as

satisfying as receiving soup. It’s a virtuous cycle. Soup Club makes everyone

happy.SPEAKING OF RESTRICTIONSSpecial Diets: One of our members is vegetarian, but

she has not imposed that stricture on the rest of us, as her family is omnivorous. For the meat

soups, it’s usually okay to add meat on the side, or at the end of cooking, once you’ve set aside

a portion for your resident vegetarian.Allergies: One of our kids is allergic to fish, pistachios,

and cashews. However, he doesn’t react if he’s not actually eating them, and his mom is

comfortable serving those soups when he’s not around.In short, make sure your fellow soup

club members know what you’re all eating, or not eating.You’re Cooking a Lot of SoupWhen

cooking in this quantity, everything takes longer: chopping, sautéing, boiling, cooling soup for

delivery. Also, you use more salt than you might think, and way more fridge space.• All soup

recipes in this book are written to yield eight quarts of soup. But it’s really more like eight and a

half to nine quarts of soup because we don’t want you to be in the slightly heart-breaking

position of not having enough soup to easily feed your friends, feed your family, and feed

yourself (see Cuban Black Bean Soup).• But maybe you’re only cooking half of a lot of soup. All

our recipes can be halved if you’re looking to make a four-quart batch.• Our recipes are written

with the assumption that you are delivering soup to three other homes, and having soup

yourself. Everything ultimately gets divided into four portions, including garnishes and sides.•

Bulking up a soup is possible, so add that leftover carrot, stray potato, or half onion, and taste

as you go. As caretakers of orphaned produce we are inclusive. Soup is forgiving (see Roasted

Parsnip Soup).A BIG STOCKPOT OF WATER takes 30 to 45 minutes to boil. You’ll have time

to take a shower.Essential Pantry and Basic IngredientsLocal, seasonal, and organic are the

best choices for soup and for the planet. Humane and sustainable meats are ideal. But it’s not

always possible and that’s okay. We’ll still eat your soup, and you should, too.Soup Club always



uses these basic ingredients for cooking and serving our soups, and our recipes assume

everyone’s pantry is similarly stocked. Our list includes• Kosher salt for cooking• Eggs (always

large)• Butter (always unsalted)• Dairy products (such as milk, yogurt, sour cream, and cream

cheese), full-fat• Extra-virgin olive oil• Sea salt for finishing at the table• Black pepper• Hard-to-

deliver finishing oils (such as toasted sesame, walnut, or chili oil)• Soy sauce• Red pepper

flakes• Sriracha (or other hot sauce)• HoneyFeel free to substitute LOWER-FAT DAIRY. We

always cook with full-fat, so your results may vary, but go for it.ABOUT SALT When cooking

large quantities of soup, salt in stages, tasting and adding salt as you go. We recommend using

kosher salt, rather than table salt, in soup, because kosher salt lacks the additives and anti-

caking agents that can give table salt a metallic taste. Also, because of its larger granules, you

can more easily add a pinch. Sea salts and other finishing salts are great for sprinkling on top

of a salad or other dish on which the salt won’t dissolve.There are tricks to undoing unfortunate

episodes of oversalting. Among them, you can add sliced potato to the soup, simmer, then

remove. Potatoes are salt sponges.ABOUT BEANS Whenever possible, we cook dried beans

from scratch to control the taste and texture, and to avoid added salt and preservatives. Give

yourself two to twelve hours of lead time for the beans to soak.If time is an issue, canned

beans will work just fine (unless specifically noted in the recipe). When using canned, drain

and rinse them well before putting them into your soup. Our recipes indicate how much liquid

you might need to add in place of the bean cooking liquid reserved from dried beans.With dried

beans, there are two methods for soaking before cooking. Either way, start with sorting and

rinsing them in a colander. Discard any shriveled or discolored beans.• Overnight soak: Place

the beans in a large bowl or pot, covered generously with cold water (by about three inches).

Soak, covered, overnight or for eight to ten hours.• Quick soak: Start with beans in a large pot,

covered generously with cold water. Bring to a boil, turn off the heat, and cover. Let sit for one

to two hours.• To cook soaked beans: Drain, rinse, and place the beans in a large pot, covered

generously with cold water. Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer, loosely covered, until

well cooked, usually 30 to 60 minutes. Start to check after 25 minutes. Once the beans are

tender enough to bite into, stir in a teaspoon of salt.BEAN CONVERSION1 pound of dried

beans= 2½ cups= 6 to 7 cups of cooked beans1 15.5-ounce can of beans= 1½ cups of

beans(drained and rinsed)SOUPS WITH BEANS, LEGUMES, AND/OR GRAINS will thicken

substantially as they sit. Thin as desired with extra liquid (broth, water, milk) when

reheating.KNOW YOUR SPICES We are lucky to have a neighborhood spice market whose

stock is incredibly fresh and intense. One tablespoon of their crushed red pepper flakes is very

different from one tablespoon of the faded pizza parlor variety. Our recipes are written for the

strong stuff, so you have to figure out the potency of your spices, then adjust.MEET GHEE

AND OTHER HELPFUL FATS For cooking, your primary oils should be regular olive oil and the

“neutral” oils, like peanut or vegetable, that don’t add flavor. But consider making room for

some other helpful fats, including the following:• Ghee, a shelf-stable clarified butter that is

most common to Indian cooking, has a toasty-nutty-butter flavor thing going on. It also makes

amazing popcorn (subbed for the popping oil), and can be found, jarred, in health food stores

and Indian markets.• Coconut oil, like ghee, is shelf-stable, has a delicate aroma, and gives a

silky luxe coating to everything it touches, including dry skin and frizzy hair.• Schmaltz—

rendered chicken (or duck or goose) fat—is a revelation. Nothing burns, and food cooked in it

tastes magically savory. Admittedly, saving up schmaltz from your roast chickens is somewhat

laborious, so if you can snag some from a fancy food shop, it’s worth sticking in your freezer.•

Finishing oils. Then there are those last-minute, equally useful oils. These are simple, powerful

flavor shortcuts, well worth the investment. Much like a pinch of crushed red pepper or freshly



grated Parmigiano-Reggiano, a drizzle of appropriate oil enhances almost all soups, salads,

stews, beans, dips, and spreads.IN HEAVY SOUP CLUB ROTATION are toasted sesame oil,

hot chili oil, walnut oil, pumpkin seed oil, fancy olive oil, and a tiny vial of white truffle oil.Tools

for Cooking and DeliveryYou don’t need many tools for soup, but these are essential:• A very

large stockpot. Fourteen-quart capacity is recommended. You can’t make eight quarts of soup

in an eight-quart soup pot; you need room to work, stir, simmer, and blend.• An immersion

blender (also called a stick or hand blender). For any soups that need to be pureed, an

immersion blender does the job, right in the same pot. Traditional blenders can’t take the hot

liquids. Allowing eight quarts of soup to cool completely can take a while. Then you have to

transfer the pureed soup into yet another big soup pot, creating more dishes to wash.• A food

processor. Very helpful for making pestos and chopping anything (especially hard vegetables

like carrots, parsnips, and onions) in large quantities.• A supply of tote bags. Make sure your

bags are sturdy! We like these flat-bottomed, somewhat wide and shallow canvas totes. We

usually wrap the jars in a dish towel or newspaper for extra cushioning. Sometimes we borrow

the universal takeout food technique and line the bottom of the bag with cardboard.• A supply

of soup jars. We use sturdy glass jars, because they’re strong; they’ll take your hot, hot soup;

they’re dishwasher-safe; and they don’t retain flavors. A one-quart, wide-mouth jar is perfect for

ladling, travel, storage, and even straight-from-the-jar eating if you’re so inclined. And the tinier

ones are just right for pesto and other garni.And Speaking of Delivery• Let the soup cool. You

can’t deliver piping hot soup unless you have asbestos bags and hands. Ladle hot soup into

jars for faster cooling, keeping lids off until jars are cool enough to touch.• Good soups can go

bad. Soup can’t go unrefrigerated for hours on end. The rule of thumb is two hours off the heat

(or out of the refrigerator). We err on the side of extra caution when delivering fish and meat

soups, or on very hot days, when a personal handoff is highly recommended.• Good soups can

be saved for another day. Most soups freeze well, but those with dairy or coconut milk, not so

much. They’re edible, after thawing and reheating, but kind of unappetizing because the milk

can separate.Soup Up Your Soup in the Privacy of Your Own Home• Bacon makes everything

better (unless you’re a vegetarian). But really, all soups can be enhanced by the introduction of

a well-placed protein. Roasted Asparagus Soup with baked salmon? Classic. Senegalese

Peanut Soup with shredded chicken? Yes! Red Lentil Curry over tofu? Hell yes!• In fact, a bed

of fresh greens is also a great way to go should you be feeling less carnivorous. Try lining your

bowl with fresh spinach or kale and ladling piping hot soup on top. If you have leftover roasted

veggies, put ’em in Roasted Parsnip Soup. Do it!• How about Beck Chicken Chili served over

Cheddar Cornbread? Yes, that’s right, crumble the cornbread right into the bowl. Or add pasta,

remembering that sometimes soup is a sauce. Then add bacon, because everything’s better

with bacon. Or, in a pinch, sausage.Making broth is not rocket science. It’s almost technique-

free. Water and a bunch of minimally prepped ingredients simmered in a pot make broth. The

process bears a suspicious resemblance to making soup.YOU MAY NOT THINK you’re a

homemade broth kind of person, but you’ll never know until you try. Broth needs time on your

stove, but that time is almost entirely unattended, so you can make broth spontaneously if you

have onions, carrots, celery, and a couple of bay leaves. If you make (and freeze, see below) a

big pot of broth every so often, you’ll have it ready to go for soup. A broth should taste good on

its own, so sample it after it’s been cooking for a while, and add more salt or other seasonings

as needed.BROTH STARTERS Keep a few zipper bags in your freezer for:• Vegetable

remainders (leek tops, half-used onions, mushroom stems, celery bulbs).• Meat bones, chicken

carcasses, a short rib that never got eaten.• Parmesan rinds (they lend a special savory-

saltiness when simmered).WHAT IS STOCK AND WHAT IS BROTH? You can really go down



the rabbit hole on this one. There is a difference, having to do with salt (broth has it; stock

doesn’t) and the bone-to-meat ratio of your starting ingredients. Ultimately, however, the

differences are more germane to restaurant kitchens and culinary schools. What we make and

use, we call broth. We like our homemade versions, and we strongly encourage you to make

your own, too. If you use store-bought, look for low-sodium broth, with a simple list of real food

ingredients rather than added “flavors.”STRAINING BROTH Fish out the really big solids first,

using tongs, a spider, or a slotted spoon. Then, line a colander with cheesecloth, and set it on

top of your broth-storage pot or bowl. Set this in your sink and then carefully pour the broth

from your gigantic stockpot.STORING BROTH Broth will keep for up to a week in the

refrigerator and for several months in the freezer. Freeze broth in smallish containers for easy

defrosting. You can reduce broth, making it more of a concentrate, by continuing to simmer it

after you’ve strained out the solids, until the volume has gone down by about half. Then you

can freeze the broth in ice cube trays (evict the cubes into a freezer bag once they are solid).

Just add some boiling water to thaw.Some vegetables like FENNEL, BEETS, AND

CAULIFLOWER can be too strong or turn bitter in your broth and in every future soup your

broth creates, so be mindful of balance.VEGETABLE BROTHMAKES 8 QUARTSTo roast or

not to roast the vegetables, that is the question—I have settled on a clear broth that requires a

lot of fresh vegetables but involves no roasting or browning, and my reasoning is this: Cleanup

is easy and the flavors are pronounced. Begin building your soup on this foundation with

confidence. // TINA1 head of garlic (10 to 12 cloves), smashed3 medium yellow onions,

quartered12 carrots, roughly chopped10 celery stalks, roughly chopped2 parsnips, roughly

chopped2 large leeks, trimmed, cleaned (see Note), and roughly chopped1 pound mushrooms,

quartered1 bunch flat-leaf parsley6 to 8 sprigs thyme5 bay leaves¼ cup peppercorns¼ cup

coriander seeds9 quarts cold water1 tablespoon salt, plus more to tastePut all the ingredients

in the stockpot.// Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer for 1½ hours, loosely covered.

Taste and add more salt if needed.// Allow the broth to cool, then strain and discard the

vegetables.NOTE: Leeks are notoriously dirty. Split them lengthwise, spread the layers apart,

and rinse vigorously in cold water before cutting.CHICKEN BROTHMAKES 8 QUARTSEvery

other week I have a ritual of making this broth. I freeze chicken carcasses or bones from the

meals in between and then set a big pot on the stove to simmer for the afternoon. On my Soup

Club week I often use a good portion of this as the base of my soup. Otherwise I freeze the

broth in ice cube trays and save the cubes in zipper bags to use in cooking throughout the

week. // COURTNEY2 to 3 chicken carcasses, or 5 pounds assorted chicken parts, bone-in6

garlic cloves2 medium yellow onions, quartered3 to 5 carrots, roughly chopped3 celery stalks,

roughly chopped9 quarts cold water1 tablespoon salt, plus more to tastePut all the ingredients

in the stockpot.// Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer for 2 to 3 hours. Taste and add

more salt if needed. Skim and discard the foam occasionally.// Allow the broth to cool, then

strain, and discard the vegetables and bones.// Refrigerate for at least 8 hours. With a large

shallow spoon, skim the fat from the broth, if desired. (This is schmaltz, and it’s delicious to use

for sautéing vegetables or other soup ingredients; see this page.)BEEF BROTHMAKES 8

QUARTSThis broth is so rich on its own, it needs only a few additions to make full-bodied soup:

noodles (as in the Faux Ramen), or lots and lots of leeks (see Leek Soup).Prepare at least a

day in advance, so it has time to chill. The marrow bones give off a lot of fat, which is easily

removed once it solidifies. // CAROLINE3 pounds beef short ribs, cut crosswise into 3-inch

pieces (see Note)2 pounds beef marrow bones, cut crosswise into 3-inch pieces3 carrots,

roughly chopped4 celery stalks, roughly chopped2 medium yellow onions, quartered2 bay

leaves9 quarts cold water1 tablespoon salt, plus more to taste2 teaspoons freshly ground black



pepperPut all the ingredients in the stockpot.// Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer for

3 to 4 hours, loosely covered. Skim and discard the foam occasionally. Taste and add more salt

if needed.// Fish out the short ribs and marrow bones. Using a chopstick (or similar skinny

utensil), dig out any remaining marrow from the bones and stir it back in the pot. Allow the

broth to cool, then strain and discard the vegetables.// Refrigerate for at least 8 hours, then

remove any fat that has solidified on top.NOTE: The short-rib meat can be pulled from the

bones and reserved for Faux Ramen or can be eaten, still warm from the pot, sprinkled with

salt, as a guilty-pleasure Cook’s Snack.FISH BROTHMAKES 8 QUARTSTalk to your local

fishmonger about setting aside normally discarded bones and heads for you. However, do NOT

use salmon, mackerel, or other oily fish, as they will add a lot of oil to the broth and impart an

unpleasant flavor. // JULIE6 pounds fish bones and heads of non-oily fish like halibut, cod, or

flounder, gills removed, rinsed well6 garlic cloves, smashed2 medium yellow onions,

quartered6 carrots, roughly chopped6 celery stalks, roughly chopped2 cups dry white wine8

sprigs thyme8 sprigs flat-leaf parsley2 bay leaves1 tablespoon whole peppercorns2 whole star

anise9 quarts cold water1 tablespoon salt, plus more to tastePut all the ingredients in the

stockpot.// Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer uncovered for 25 to 30 minutes. Skim

and discard the foam occasionally. Taste and add more salt if needed.// Strain the broth and

discard the vegetables and fish bones. Let cool before storing.Homemade broth is not required

for every soup, but there is a category of recipes that allows you to show off the time you’ve

spent on good simmering: the Soups of Assembly. The broth is the whole point, and that’s

where the majority of cooking happens. But there’s still work to do: chopping, sorting, and

bundling up ingredients for delivery, and including the assembly instructions. Each diner has

the freedom to strike just the right balance of heat, salt, and umami at the table.MISO

SOUPMAKES 8 QUARTSThe mellow yet flavorful traditional Japanese soup is simple to make

and can include different flavors of miso paste and various combinations of uniformly chopped

vegetables. This list of ingredients is one recommendation. Be careful not to boil the miso,

because it loses many of its nutrients when brought to too high a temperature. // JULIE8 quarts

Dashi (opposite)4 cups sushi rice½ cup black sesame seedsSea saltDIVIDED INTO 4

PORTIONS, FOR DELIVERY2 14-ounce cakes extra-firm tofu, drained, pressed (see Note)

and cut into 1-inch cubes2 cups shredded kelp or Nori Krinkles (a type of dried seaweed sold

in Asian food stores and health food stores)1 pound carrots, diced1 pound daikon radish,

peeled and diced¾ pound shiitake mushrooms, rinsed and thinly sliced12 scallions, finely

chopped4 16-ounce jars sweet white miso (or any other miso paste you enjoy)Rinse the sushi

rice until the water runs clear. Add the sushi rice and 6 cups water to a large saucepan, and

bring to a boil. Reduce the heat, cover, and simmer on the lowest setting for 15 to 20 minutes

or until all the water is absorbed. Spread rice out on 2 rimmed baking sheets and let cool

completely. Sprinkle black sesame seeds and a few pinches of sea salt over the top and set

aside.TO PRESS TOFU: Lay tofu cakes between two layers of clean dish towels or a few layers

of paper towels on a rimmed plate. Set a cutting board and a heavy object, such as a few

books or a pot, on top of the tofu. Let sit for 20 minutes to drain excess liquid, then cut into 1-

inch cubes.FOR DELIVERY: Include 2 quarts dashi, 2 cups of cooked rice, and the packaged

tofu, kelp or nori, carrots, daikon, mushrooms, scallions, and miso.TO SERVE: Reheat the

dashi along with a few pinches of kelp or nori, simmering for 5 minutes. Add the carrots,

daikon, and mushrooms and simmer for 5 more minutes, until the vegetables are soft. Stir in

the scallions and tofu and cook for an additional minute. Remove from the heat and stir in the

miso until dissolved. For 1 quart soup, add 6 tablespoons miso, or to taste. Serve with a side of

rice.DASHIMAKES 8 QUARTSDashi is a Japanese broth most commonly used for miso soup.



It also becomes the base for many Japanese dishes, such as other soups, dipping sauces, and

simmered dishes. There are different kinds of dashi, but to keep things simple, this recipe is for

the most common dashi, made with kombu, a type of kelp, and katsuobushi, which is dried

bonito flakes. These Japanese specialties can be found in Asian food stores. // JULIE8½ quarts

cold water4 ounces kombu4 cups loosely packed katsuobushiPut the water and the kombu in

the stockpot and let the kombu soak for 15 minutes. Press the kombu down into the water after

a couple of minutes to ensure that it is fully submerged. Place the pot over medium heat. Right

before the water starts to boil (watch for bubbles starting to break around the edge of the pot),

remove the pot from the heat and scatter the katsuobushi over the surface of the water.// After

3 or 4 minutes (the katsuobushi will have sunk to the bottom of the pot by this point), strain the

broth.// Although dashi keeps well in the refrigerator for up to a week, it loses some flavor when

frozen.Leftover Miso Paste?You might not be able to use all of the miso paste when your soup

club mate has delivered miso soup. What can be done with those few remaining tablespoons?

The most important thing is to just play around with it. Miso has incredible umami depth (see

this page for explanation) and will add a savory quality to any dish. And it isn’t limited to Asian

cuisine. Try these ideas:1. If you like a saltier version of Miso Soup, just add another

tablespoon or two into your Dashi.2. Mix into a marinade for steak or kebabs.3. Stir into walnut

or olive oil and use as a vinaigrette on salads.4. Mix with butter and use as a condiment on

sandwiches.5. Mix with peanut butter, spread on bread, and add cabbage and sprouts, and

you’ve got a sophisticated alternative to a PB&J sandwich.MUSIC TO COOK TO//

COURTNEYCooking needs a good soundtrack. When I was growing up, my parents’ record

player was the centerpiece of the family room, and tunes from their large vinyl collection filled

our kitchen. Over time, my records slowly entered the mix, with the Muppet Movie soundtrack,

Grease, and Thriller all finding their way into the rotation of Everly Brothers, Jacques Brel, and

Elvis.My mom always woke up early to cook breakfast and prep the meals for the rest of the

day. As a kid, I’d pad down to the kitchen in the morning to the smell of scrapple for breakfast

and the sound of Mom humming along to a swooning “Love Me Tender.” Whether she was

prepping a roast for our family, simmering chicken broth for an under-the-weather friend, or

baking a fundraiser’s worth of cookies, the right song filling the kitchen was as important as the

food itself.Choosing music is a lot like cooking. Consider where you are and who you’re with,

then decide what goes best. Below are a few of my favorites.EGG DROP SOUPMAKES 8

QUARTSWhen I was a kid and stayed home sick from school, Egg Drop Soup was the cure-all

meal my mom made for me. I still find myself making it whenever I’m under the weather, but I

also make it for a simple weeknight dinner. Check that each Soup Club mate has four eggs for

finishing at home. // COURTNEY8 quarts Chicken BrothDIVIDED INTO 4 PORTIONS, FOR

DELIVERY8 garlic cloves, smashed4 ounces fresh ginger, peeled and sliced into 1-inch

pieces16 scallions, thinly sliced1 cup cornstarch1 pound extra-firm tofu, drained and cut into ½-

inch cubes1 pound ham, cut into ½-inch cubes1 pound mushrooms, thinly sliced2 bunches

leafy Chinese greens (like bok choy), thinly slicedIn a small bowl, whisk the cornstarch and ¼

cup broth to combine, then whisk the mixture into the soup.// Crack 4 eggs into a small bowl

and whisk thoroughly. Remove the soup from the heat and stir vigorously in one direction to

create a vortex in the center of the swirling soup. Pour the egg mixture slowly in a steady

stream into the soup while you continue stirring. Delicate ribbons will form.// Serve with soy

sauce, tofu, ham, mushrooms, scallops, and greens to add tableside.FOR DELIVERY: Include

2 quarts broth and the packaged garlic, ginger, scallions, cornstarch, tofu, ham, mushrooms,

and greens.TO SERVE: Reheat the broth and bring to a boil. Add the garlic, ginger, and half

the scallions. Reduce the heat and simmer, loosely covered, for 15 minutes. Use a spider to



scoop the solids from the broth and discard.FAUX PHOMAKES 8 QUARTSTraditional

Vietnamese pho is redolent of beef, but we’ve invented a vegetarian version that pays respect

to the Pho flavors with the addition of broiled ginger, which brings complexity and a caramel-

like depth to the broth. // TINA8 quarts Vegetable Broth4 ounces fresh ginger16 star anise16

whole cloves8 cinnamon sticksDIVIDED INTO 4 PORTIONS, FOR DELIVERY1½ pounds

shiitake mushrooms, brushed clean and thinly sliced (about 5 cups)12 garlic cloves, thinly

sliced2 14-ounce packages extra-firm tofu, sliced into ½-inch cubes, or Tofu Croutons1 pound

rice noodles (or a thin pasta, like angel hair), cooked1 pound bean sprouts16 scallions, thinly

sliced1 bunch Thai or regular basil and/or cilantro, chopped (about 1 cup)1 small bunch mint,

finely chopped (about ½ cup)4 limes (or lemons as a substitute)Peel the ginger and cut into 8

equal pieces. Broil the ginger on high for 10 to 15 minutes, flipping each piece when the edges

of each side have browned. Remove from the broiler and allow to cool.// Cut four 8-inch

squares out of cheesecloth. In the center of each cloth place 4 star anise, 4 whole cloves, 2

cinnamon sticks, and 2 pieces of ginger. Gather the four corners of each cloth and secure the

bundles with kitchen twine.FOR DELIVERY: Include 2 quarts of broth, a spice bundle, and the

packaged mushrooms, sliced garlic, cubed tofu (or Tofu Croutons), noodles, scallions, basil/

cilantro, mint, and bean sprouts, plus 1 lime.TO SERVE: Reheat the broth and bring to a boil.

Add the mushrooms, sliced garlic, spice bundle, tofu, and 3 tablespoons soy sauce. Reduce

the heat and simmer, loosely covered, for 30 minutes. Remove the spice bundle.Heat the

noodles and place in the bottom of each bowl. Pour in the broth. Top the soup with the bean

sprouts, scallions, basil/cilantro, and mint. Squeeze some lime juice over the top and season

with soy sauce, Sriracha, salt, and pepper.Faux RamenFAUX RAMENMAKES 8 QUARTSThis

Soup of Assembly welcomes your tasty leftovers. It is fully faux, and in the privacy of my own

home, if there’s good broth containing some kind of long pasta, kimchi, and an egg, that’s

enough. The version pictured has leftover Porchetta-esque Pork Butt, chili paste, Kimchi, and

Kale Chips, plus quick-cooking rice noodles. Eat this out of a really big bowl, with room to

assemble, admire, and eat the unique composition. Check that each Soup Club mate has one

egg per person for finishing at home. // CAROLINE8 quarts Beef Broth, Chicken Broth, or

Vegetable BrothDIVIDED INTO 4 PORTIONS, FOR DELIVERY1 pound long noodles, cooked

and tossed with a little neutral oil to keep from sticking4 cups protein: cooked meat and/or tofu,

diced (see Tofu Croutons)4 cups vegetables, cut into bite-size pieces: cooked corn and

mushrooms, bamboo shoots, bean sprouts, or any other vegetables you have lying around that

are ready to be eaten2 cups Kimchi, homemade or store-boughtKale Chips or roasted

seaweed strips12 scallions, choppedOnce the packages are assembled … your work is done.

Next step, prepare The Weekender. Enjoy.FOR DELIVERY: Include 2 quarts broth and the

packaged noodles, protein, vegetables, kimchi, kale chips, and scallions.TO SERVE: Reheat

the broth, adding 2 teaspoons soy sauce. Ramen should be salty. Meanwhile, reheat the

noodles, protein, and vegetables (a quick zap in a microwave is easiest). Fry the eggs just until

the whites are set; the yolks should still be runny.Put the cooked noodles, protein, and

vegetables in the bottom of each bowl. Pour in the broth. Slide an egg on top of the broth. Add

the kimchi, and tuck in the kale chips or seaweed. Sprinkle with scallions.
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Justin B, “Best Cookbook EVER. I got this book about 2 months ago. I wanted to make a few of

the recipes before I published a review. I have now made 18 of the recipes, loved every single

one of them, and would make them all again. I sent copies of this book as Christmas gifts to

my friends that like to cook.These recipes make A LOT of soup. Usually more than 8 quarts.

My 12 quart stock pot was not big enough. You will need at least a 14-quart pot.Here is a list of

the recipes I have made:Amanda's Grilled Cheese Croutons -- so easy, so delicious. Love

them with roasted broccoli soup. An absolute MUST for Winter Minestrone.Parsley-Dill

Gremolata -- a must for the roasted asparagus soup. I keep some on hand now for topping

chicken, too.Herbed Queso Fresco -- Excellent. I love it on both the Chicken Tortilla Soup and

Beck Chicken Chili.Crème Frâiche -- I love making my own. It's more economical and tastes

better. Rounds out roasted broccoli, roasted asparagus, roasted parsnip, and even black bean

soup nicely.Cuban Black Bean Soup -- another winner.Dill Butter -- I sent some home with my

mom a few weeks ago. Now I have to make some for her every week.Potato Leek Soup -- my

husband's absolute, unmitigated, unrivaled favorite. I have a batch on the stove right now.

MAKE THE LEEK STOCK. It only takes a little extra time but the results are well worth the

effort.Roasted Broccoli Soup -- pretty much the only way I'll eat broccoli. Get a nice sharp

cheddar, like Boar's Head, for grating on it.Roasted Asparagus Soup -- I have one word written



next to this recipe in the book. "Divine."Roasted Parsnip Soup -- Parsnippety good! Sweeter

than I expected. My husband and I had fun peeling the parsnips together.Sunchoke Soup --

sunchokes can be hard to find, and expensive, but oh my gosh this soup is fantastic. This is my

favorite recipe.Winter Corn Chowder -- Definitely use the charred jalapeños. This is a great,

hearty, filling soup.Filipino Healing Soup -- Caroline is a soup goddess. This soup is pretty

spicy right out off of the stovetop, but by the next day the flavors have melded and mellowed

into pure comfort in a bowl.Chicken Tortilla Soup -- Mom's favorite. A surefire crowd

pleaser.Beck Chicken Chili -- The first time I made this, I ate nothing else for three days.Caldo

Verde -- I meant to freeze half the batch of this soup, but didn't get the chance. My family

devoured it in just a few days.Kale Chips -- a must for Sunchoke Soup and snacks.Chive-

Studded Chèvre -- you'll make this with the pure and honest intention of sharing with your

friends, but then you'll take a bite. And another. And another. It's okay, they weren't that good of

friends anyway.Black Olive Shortbread -- Saving the best for last. I don't like olives but I LOVE

this shortbread.”

Tracey Goff, “Lots of bang for the buck in the book!!. What a great idea in our oh-so-busy

world! I can't imagine having dinner delivered to me without having to leave a great tip! FYI, I

live about 10 miles from town, so nobody delivers unless they know they are going to get gas

money!!This little book is packed with not just great soup recipes and the recipes for all the

extras needed to make the meal complete (i.e. croutons, creme fraiche, flavored toppings,

etc.). That's not the end, though! It tells you WHAT to pack for delivery and also, for the

recipient, what to do to serve the meal. And if you are hesitant in the kitchen, the recipes start

from their beginning (easy bean soups) to the meat-based soups, including my favorite Italian

Wedding Soup.BUT WAIT!! There are recipes for salads, dressings, side dishes, BREADS,

and other yummies that the ladies share from their families. They seek out grandma's secrets

to share with us before those secrets are lost forever. Reading the conversational notes for

each recipe brings it to life.UNDERSTAND THIS!! The soup recipes all make EIGHT

QUARTS! That's a lot of soup. So if you don't have a soup club ready to go, get ready to do

some math. Or donate the extra to your local homeless shelter. Or just give it away to a lonely

soul somewhere. Whatever makes you feel good, since that's what soup is all about: feeling

warm inside.”

CloudShepherd, “The only soup cookbook you'll ever need. This may well be my all time

favorite cookbook. These women know the secrets of wonderful soup, the kind that nourishes

body and soul. Had no problem cutting recipes in half: keep two quarts for myself, give two

quarts away. People love it! So far, my favorite is the red lentil curry, which cooked in less than

half an hour. I followed the recipe exactly, even though I thought "that's too much ginger." It

wasn't, it was just right.I have both the Kindle and a hard copy, both have advantages. The add

on recipes that are included are a real bonus. I've owned 6 or 7 cookbooks dedicated to soups,

but this is the clear winner, I can recycle the others.Buy this book, you won't be disappointed.”

Lifelong Reader, Teacher., “You will cook recipes from this book and have fun at the same

time!. Real recipes, real cooks.The tagline on the front, "Feed your friends. Feed your family.

Feed yourself." perfectly explains this wonderful cookbook written by 4 friends. You will have

fun reading, cooking, and preparing to make any of the recipes here.Will you use this

cookbook if you buy it? Yes. And in the best ways-- the recipes are good and accurate. They

have clear instructions (cook until translucent, for example, or cook until cabbage begins to



wilt, about 7 minutes). They have ways to riff on the theme, suggestions of what to add.

Comments about cooking 1/2 the recipe so you don't end up with a leftover 1/2 can of coconut

milk. They are practical and delicious.You will also have fun reading the book. All the recipes

are interspersed with stories about the cooks, the meals, the process.”

Trixie Treat, “Inspired my own club. I’ve owned the kindle and hard back copy of this book. I

originally came across it in the library several years ago. I was so inspired by the book, I

instantly purchased a copy and set out to organize my own soup club. We weren’t able to meet

every week so we’d meet 1-2 times a month. We would exchange the soup, have some

cocktails and catch up on our busy lives. Unfortunately, we haven’t kept the club going during

covid. We tried last year but it didn’t last. I. Hopeful to start it up again soon!”

Rob Buchanan, “bigger batches of soup so some can be given away. Attractively written”

Barb Hay, “Five Stars. Very good recipes. Have tried some and will try more.”

Aecs, “Excellent cookbook for anyone who wants to produce healthe nutritious meals.. Very

happy with this cookbook, the recipes are easy to make with ingredients that are not hard to

find.I would recommend it to any soup lover.”

Meredith, “Five Stars. Beautifully written, reliable recipes.”

The book by Courtney Allison has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 126 people have provided feedback.
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